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1. Introduction 

 

1.1       APANPIRG/23 meeting under Conclusion 23/25 adopted 1
st
 Edition of Satellite 

Voice (SATVOICE) Guidance Material (SVGM).  APAC States were informed about the guidance 

material through State Letter T8I/4.1 AP182/12 (CNS) in December 2012.  

        
1.2      The SVGM was approved for application in NAT Region by NAT IMG in 2012. 

        

1.3       NAT recently initiated an amendment proposal, text of which is provided further 

down in this paper.  
 

1.4       In line with the SVGM maintenance procedure described in its Foreword of the 

Guidance Material, the Regional Office has to coordinate the change proposals within the Region, 
other Regional Offices and ICAO HQ prior to approval by the PIRGs.  

 

2.       Discussions 
 

2.1       The IRSVTF was disbanded in 2012.  The foregoing change proposal was also 

reviewed by the ICAO Operational Data Link Panel (OPLINKP) which noted that Point 1 of the 

proposal contained some errors and Point 2 was region-specific.  
 

2.2       It was understood that OPLIKNP aims at elevating the SVGM to the global ICAO 

document level by the first quarter of 2014. Therefore, one of the alternatives in order to avoid 
duplication and confusion would be just waiting for the OPLINKP to complete its work instead of 

amending Edition 1.0 of the SVGM. 
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SUMMARY 

 
This paper presented amendment to the SVGM proposed by NAT region. The 

SVGM was adopted by APANPIRG/23 meeting.  The meeting is expected to 

review the proposed changes and endorse the amendment.  
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2.3          The meeting is invited provide APAC comments or feedback as soon as possible. 

 

Change Proposal 
 
Editorial Note: Amendments are arranged to show  

- deleted text using strikeout (text to be deleted), and  

- added text with grey shading (text to be inserted). 

 
1)         In the flight plan example accompanying paragraph 3.4.3: 

“EISNN” should be “EINN” 

The EETs included for 020 West, 040 West and 050 West are not required in the ICAO NAT 
Region, only FIR boundary EETs are, in accordance with paragraph 2.1.10 of the NAT 

SUPPs. 

 
2)         As per paragraph 4.1.2, the initial step of a SATVOICE contact requires the flight crew and 

the radio operator (or air traffic controller) to verify the identity of each other.  However, such a step 

is not reflected in the examples provided throughout the document.  Accordingly, the dialogue 

examples throughout the document should be amended in accordance with the following example: 
 

Example at 4.2.1.1, amended to show “identity verification” step: 

Controller        <Initiates call and line rings in flight deck> 
Flight crew       United 863 

Controller        United 863, Oakland Center, I have a [type of message/information/clearance 

etc.] 
Flight crew       Oakland Center, United 863, go ahead [type of message/information/clearance 

etc.] 

Controller        United 863, Oakland Center, <message> 

Flight crew       Oakland Center, United 863, <message response> 
Controller        United 863, Oakland Center, <acknowledgement>, <issue communication 

instructions>, OUT 

 
3)         Paragraph 5.1.1 does not appropriately reflect communication media preference applicable for 

the ICAO NAT Region.  The first sentence of 5.1.1 does not take due account of areas where VHF 

DCPC would be available in the same area where data link communications were available.  It should 

be noted that the proposed change is the same as that proposed for inclusion in the Global 
Operational Data Link Document (GOLD). 

SVGM 5.1.1: 

When to use voice and when to use CPDLC 
When operating within airspace beyond the range of DCPC VHF voice communications, 

where CPDLC is available and local ATC procedures do not state otherwise, the flight crew 

should normally choose CPDLC as the means of communication. The flight crew would use 
voice as an alternative means of communication (e.g. direct HF, VHF/HF via a radio operator, 

SATVOICE).  However, notwithstanding the above, the flight crew will determine the 

communication medium to use at any given time when initiating a dialogue. 

In airspace where both DCPC VHF voice and CPDLC communication services are provided, 
and local ATC procedures do not state otherwise, the flight crew will determine the 

communication medium to use at any given time when initiating a dialogue. 

An aircraft operator with data link equipped aircraft (CPDLC, ADS C, and FMC WPR) 
operating in airspace where data link services are provided should use data link as the normal 

means of communications.  Some normal ATC communications and most non-normal 

communications will require use of voice communications.  The flight crew may use 

SATVOICE or HF/VHF voice at their discretion, provided the use is in accordance with 
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airspace requirements established by Regional SUPPs, AIPs (or equivalent publication) for 

the flight (Refer to paragraph 2.1 and paragraph 3.2.3).  Urgency, type of message being 
communicated, current atmospheric conditions, and company standard operating procedures 

are all factors in determining which voice system to use. 

 
4)         Paragraph 5.1.8 inadvertently refers to a situation where the airspace in which the aircraft was 

flying “had not yet been entered”.  Via coordination between the Chairman of the Inter-regional 

SATVOICE Task Force and the originator of the material, the intended meaning was 
clarified.  Accordingly, the second sentence should be replaced with different text. 

5.1.8    The flight crew should normally make calls to the radio facility serving the airspace in 

which the aircraft is flying.  If that airspace has not yet been entered, the flight crew should 

attempt contact with the radio facility serving the first area control centre.  If contact is 
required prior to entry into an FIR, the flight crew should contact that FIR's controlling 

facility as directed by the current controlling facility and/or as depicted in aeronautical charts, 

AIP, NOTAM (or equivalent publication).  If communications are lost with the current 
aeronautical station, the flight crew should attempt contact with any other aeronautical station 

to relay. 

 
5)         Appendix B, the safety requirement related to RCP 400 allocations associated with controller 

intervention via a radio operator should not be so specific in how the aircraft address should be 

obtained. 

SR-1 - A, C      a) The ANSP shall use the aircraft address from the flight plan to contact the aircraft. 

 

3. Action by the meeting 

 

3.1        The meeting is expected to review the proposed changes and endorse the 

amendment.  
 

                                                                       

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 


